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Abstract This paper quantifies how trade in intermediate goods alters measurement of the factor content of trade. Recent work raises measured factor content by allowing differences productivity and production techniques across countries. Recent contributions by Reimer (2006) and Trefler and Zhu (2006) criticize this work for its treatment of intermediate goods. Using factor content definitions that allow for traded intermediates, I decompose the separate influence of production techniques and traded intermediate goods in shaping factor trade. I document that trade in intermediate goods lowers measured factor contents, but substantial factor trade remains and is consistent with factor abundance theory.
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Introduction



The factor endowments theory is a cornerstone of international economics. Not surprisingly, therefore, a large literature has developed to measure and analyze the factor content of trade. The fundamental factor content prediction, articulated first in Vanek (1968), states roughly that countries should export (on net) their abundant factors. Early empirical work found weak to non-existent evidence in favor of the so-called Vanek prediction.
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By permitting differences in productivity



and/or techniques of production across countries, Trefler (1993, 1995) and Davis and Weinstein (2001) raised the measured factor content of trade and found substantial support for the basic factor content prediction.2 Recently, this literature has been criticized by Reimer (2006) and Trefler and Zhu (2006) for its treatment of traded intermediate goods. Specifically, the standard definition of the factor content used in the literature assumes that all intermediate goods are produced domestically. This assumption is uncomfortable since traded intermediates account for nearly two-thirds of all international trade. As highlighted by Reimer (2006), failing to allow for trade in intermediates may overstate measured factor trade. There are two alternative intuitions this result. First, with trade in intermediates, exports are produced using a convex combination of home and foreign techniques of production. Thus, effective techniques of production are pulled toward the world average, thereby eliminating factor trade. Second, with trade in intermediates, the domestic value added embodied in traded goods is only a fraction of the gross value of goods. Domestic factors are used only to produce this domestic value added. Production technique differences apply only to this fraction of international trade. I formalize the equivalence between these two approaches below. Using factor content definitions that allow for traded intermediates, I decompose the separate influence of production techniques and traded intermediate goods in shaping factor trade for using input-output and trade data 59 countries. I show that accounting for intermediate goods trade 1



For example, Bowen, Leamer, and Sveikauskas (1987) found that factor endowments explained which countries export which factors no better than a coin flip. 2 That is, allowing for productivity and technique differences, countries systematically export their abundant factors. Additional adjustments to lower the predicted volume of trade are necessary, however, to bring the magnitude of measured factor content trade into line with predicted trade.
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attenuates measured factor trade, both in the aggregate and among bilateral trade partners. Further, I document the role of production sharing in shrinking differences in effective production techniques across countries. Even after adjusting for production sharing, however, there remains a substantial amount of measured factor trade that largely conforms to factor abundance intuition. Aggregate embodied labor content flows from the South to the North. Moreover, at the bilateral level, countries tend to export labor to labor scare trading partners and import labor from labor abundant partners.3 These results confirm the importance of allowing production techniques to differ across countries when measuring factor contents. In studying how intermediate goods affect factor content calculations, this paper is related to both Reimer (2006) and Trefler and Zhu (2006). Both Reimer (2006) and Trefler and Zhu (2006) introduce definitions of factor content that permit intermediate goods trade.4 Drawing on Johnson and Noguera (2009), I introduce an equivalent definition using trade in value added that is both intuitively attractive and proves useful for motivating the empirical work.
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The Factor Content of Trade with Traded Intermediate Goods



This section presents definitions of the factor content of trade with traded intermediate goods. I begin by presenting factor content definitions introduced by Reimer (2006) and Trefler and Zhu (2006). This definition computes the total amount of factors used worldwide to produce traded goods. I then provide an alternative definition based on allocating each country’s output across destinations according to where it is consumed. Though these alternative definitions are equivalent, my definition proves useful in disentangling how intermediate goods and technique differences influence factor content measurements. 3



Embodied capital flows are more ambiguous and generally the Vanek prediction seems to do much better for labor than capital. Since I show that the overall level of trade in capital is much smaller than labor, it is not surprising that empirical results are less sharp for capital. Why there is less trade in capital than labor is an open question. 4 Using their definition, Trefler and Zhu (2006) use the link between consumption similarity and the Vanek prediction to characterize the class of models that imply and are implied by the Vanek prediction.
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2.1



Defining Factor Content with Traded Intermediates



Measuring the factor content of trade in the absence of factor price equalization requires three sets of information: 1. A collection of direct requirements matrices that describe the factors used to produce gross output in each country; 2. A collection of input-output matrices to transform direct factor requirements into total factor requirements, which include both direct and indirect factors used to produce net output;5 3. A collection of bilateral trade vectors. Items 1 and 3 are standard and unrelated to intermediate goods trade. Traded intermediate goods modify item 2 by changing the way direct factor requirements relate to total requirements. As Reimer (2006) and Trefler and Zhu (2006) point out, cross-border input-output linkages imply that total factor requirements are a function of both domestic and foreign production techniques. To construct total requirements therefore requires building a global input-output system to represent the integrated international production structure. To illustrate the approach, assume there are S sectors and N countries. Let the total value of production in sector s ∈ S in country i ∈ N be given by yi (s), and assemble these into a S ×1 vector yi . Also let mij (s, t) be the value of intermediate good s produced by country i used in production in sector t by country j. Following convention, I define input-output matrices from these intermediate goods flows. Let Aij be the S × S matrix with elements equal to Aij (s, t) = mij (s, t)/yj (t). Total domestic usage of intermediate goods by sector is then given by Aii yi and intermediate goods exports from i to j are given by Aij yj . The input-output matrices can then be assembled into an SN × SN global input-output matrix A that describes how each sector in each country sources 5



Net output is defined as gross output less intermediate goods used up in production.
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intermediate goods from home and abroad. This global input-output matrix takes the form: 







A A12 . . . A1N  11     A21 A22 · · · A2N    A= . . .. ..  ..  .  . . . .     AN 1 AN 2 . . . AN N



(1)



To complete the setup, let Bi be a F × S direct requirements matrix, where F is the number of factor inputs (e.g., F = 2 when production uses capital and labor). Each element of this matrix bi (f, s) is the amount of factor f used to produce one unit of output in sector s in country i. Then assemble these into a single F × SN matrix B that contains direct factor requirements for all countries:  B=



 B1 · · · Bi · · · BN



.



(2)



And finally, let exports from country i to country j be given by xij , with aggregate exports of X country i given by xi = xij . For each country, assemble these bilateral flows into a net trade j6=i



vector Ti :



.. .











    −xi−1,i       Ti =   xi  .     −xi+1,i    .. .



(3)



This net trade vector is constructed to allow countries to be completely specialized in production and/or use different production techniques. With these preliminaries, I can define the factor content of trade as in Reimer (2006) and Trefler and Zhu (2006). Definition 1 (Reimer-Trefler-Zhu). Assume that (I-A) is invertible. Then, the net factor content of country i0 s trade is: Fi ≡ B(I − A)−1 Ti .
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¯ i , where B ¯ = B(I − A)−1 is a matrix containing total factor requirement Equivalently, Fi = BT ¯i } for each country. These total requirements matrices summarize the total factors matrices {B used worldwide to produce country i0 s net trade vector. This definition represents an advance over previous definitions that have ignored intermediate goods trade. In order to illustrate why, I develop an alternative formulation of this definition that draws on Johnson and Noguera (2009). To present the definition, I introduce additional notation. Let shipments of final consumption of goods from sector s in source country i to destination country j be cij (s), and collect these into an S × 1 vector cij . Bilateral exports are comprised of final consumption goods plus intermediate goods: xij = cij + Aij yj . Market clearing for each of the S sectors in country i implies that: [I − Aii ]yi = cii +



X



xij



j6=i



(4)



X = cii + (cij + Aij yj ). j6=i



Then stacking the SN goods market clearing conditions for all countries, I can write: (I − A)y = c 











 y1   .  .  with y =   . ,   yN







 c11 + c12 + · · · + c1N    .. , c= .     cN 1 + cN 2 + . . . + cN N



(5)



where A is the same global input-output matrix introduced above. Inverting the global input-output matrix then yields: y = (I − A)−1 c.



(6)



In Johnson and Noguera (2009), we show that one can interpret this expression in terms of a convenient decomposition of each country’s output according the country in which that output is ultimately embedded in final consumption. That is, output of each country can be written as yi = 6



N X



yij , with yij denoting the value of country i’s output that is directly or indirectly is consumed



j=1



by country j consumers. Aggregating country i’s output embodied in foreign consumption, define X yxi = yij . Then, I can define a vector of net trade in gross output for each country Yi : j6=i



.. .











    −yi−1,i       Yi =   yxi  .      yi+1,i    .. .



(7)



Using this gross output based view of trade, I can define the factor content of trade in terms of direct requirements and the output decomposition. Definition 2. The net factor content of country i0 s trade is:



Fi ≡ BYi .



Fi measures the factors used to produce gross domestic output consumed abroad less foreign factors used to produce gross foreign output consumed at home. Gross output consumed abroad includes shipments of final goods to foreign consumers plus shipments of intermediate goods that are embedded in goods consumed abroad. Definitions 1 and 2 are formally equivalent. I state this as a proposition and include the proof in order to introduce some important algebra. Proposition 1. Definition 1 and Definition 2 are equivalent: Fi = B(I − A)−1 Ti = BYi



. 7



Proof. To demonstrate that Definitions 1 and 2 are equivalent in the most simple manner possible, I exploit the fact that the general N country set-up above can be collapsed down to an equivalent 2-country setup.6 So for countries {1, 2}, the factor content of trade for country 1 is: 







x12  ¯2  ¯1 B   B −x21 



 F1 =



 



 ¯2 ¯1 B B



where



=











(8)



−1



I 0 A11 A12  −  B1 B2  0 I A21 A22











.



Then, multiplying out to generate the total requirements matrix we get:  ¯1 B ¯2 B







 =



 B1 M1 +



B2 M2 A21 (I −A11)−1



B2 M 2 +



B1 M1 A12 (I −A22)−1



,



(9)



 −1  −1 with M1 = (I −A11) − A12 (I −A22)−1 A21 and M2 = (I −A22) − A21 (I −A11)−1 A12 . Substituting back into (8) and rearranging, net factor trade can be written as:   F1 = B1 M1 x12 − A12 (I − A22 )−1 x21 − B2 M2 x21 − A21 (I − A11 )−1 x21 .



(10)



Johnson and Noguera (2009) then show that:  y12 = M1 x12 − A12 (I − A22 )−1 x21  y21 = M2 x21 − A21 (I − A11 )−1 x21 ,



(11)



where yij is the breakdown of output introduced above. Using these relationships, it is evident that: F1 = B1 y12 − B2 y21 , and therefore that Definition 1 and Definition 2 are equivalent. 6



This is easy to show. I therefore leave the direct proof of this statement to the reader.
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(12)



In the two country setup, the net factor content of trade equals the factors used by country 1 to produce country 1 output that is consumed in country 2 less the factors used in country 2 to produce country 2 output that is consumed in country 1. So what matters for factor content is the pattern of trade in gross output here, rather than exports per se. This output-based approach to thinking about factor trade is useful to document how allowing production technique differences raises factor trade on the one hand, and how allowing intermediate goods trade diminishes measured factor trade on the other. For expositional simplicity, I work with two countries without loss of generality.



2.2



Traded Intermediates Attenuate Factor Trade



The standard approach to measuring factor trade constrains several aspects of the framework above. First, ignoring trade in intermediate goods sets A12 = A21 = 0. Because intermediate goods are not traded, the domestic input-output matrix and the total input-output matrix are identical. Therefore, one can use each country’s total input-output matrix AT i to implement this framework empirically.7 Second, early work on factor contents assumed that factor price equalization obtains. In this spirit, I assumed that all countries have identical direct factor requirements B.8 Under these joint assumptions, I define the first measure (M F CT1 ) of the factor content of trade (from country 1’s perspective) to be:   M F CT1 = B (I − AT 1 )−1 x12 − (I − AT 2 )−1 x21 .



(13)



Here, the (I − AT i )−1 matrix converts exports into the gross output required to produce them. The factor content of this gross output is then calculated using the common factor requirement matrix B. 7



P In the data, AT i = j Aij and includes imported intermediates even though these are assumed away. 8 Strictly speaking, empirical studies typically assume that Bi (I − AT i )−1 is equal across countries. This obtains if all countries have both identical input-output matrices and identical direct factor requirements. I do not impose this joint assumption here because I want to isolate the consequences of allowing different factor requirements across specifications. Further, assuming identical AT i matrices across countries plays a relatively minor role in explaining observed differences in total factor requirements Bi (I − AT i )−1 .
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Relative to this benchmark, Definitions 1 and 2 relax both the assumption on intermediate goods trade and the assumption regarding production techniques. To evaluate the consequences of these modifications, it is helpful to relax the assumptions one at a time. I begin by relaxing the assumption that factor requirements are common across countries. This exercise allows both productivity differences across countries as in Trefler (1993, 1995) as well as differences in production techniques that arise in the absence of FPE as in Davis and Weinstein (2001).9 In this spirit, I define a second measure (M F CT2 ) of the factor content of trade: M F CT2 = B1 (I − AT 1 )−1 x12 − B2 (I − AT 2 )−1 x21 .



(14)



With this definition, the factor content of the gross output needed to produce exports in each country is evaluated using each country’s own production techniques. If I assume that B2 = B, then moving from M F CT1 to M F CT2 changes measured factor trade by: M F CT2 − M F CT1 = (B1 − B2 )(I − AT 1 )−1 x12 .



(15)



If I define x ˜12 = (I − AT 1 )−1 x12 and focus on factor f , measured factor content changes by:



M F CT2 (f ) − M F CT1 (f ) =



X



(b1 (f, s) − b2 (f, s)) x ˜12 (s).



(16)



s



If country 1 is abundant in factor f , then optimal choice of techniques would imply that b1 (f, s) > b2 (f, s) for all sectors s. Then, M F CT2 (f ) − M F CT1 (f ) > 0, so M F CT2 finds country 1 to have higher net exports of its abundant factor than does measure M F CT1 . Similarly, if country 1 is less productive in a given sector and uses absolutely more factors to produce in that sector relative to country 2, then M F CT2 will find larger net factor exports for country 1 as well. Generally, as long as B1 6= B2 , M F CT2 tends to “find” missing factor trade. Proceeding to relax the final assumption to allow trade in intermediate goods, Definitions 1 and 9



Davis and Weinstein (2001) constrain differences in techniques across countries to track relative endowments. I implicitly allow arbitrary differences, though one could constrain techniques if so desired.
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2 represent a third measure – M F CT3 – of the factor content of trade. Moving from M F CT2 to M F CT3 changes measured factor trade by:   M F CT3 − M F CT2 = B1 y12 − (I − AT 1 )−1 x12 − B2 y21 − (I − AT 2 )−1 x21 .



(17)



Thus, measure M F CT3 changes by factor trade accommodate distortions in the true allocation of gross output across countries relative the allocation implied by exports of gross output (I − AT i )−1 xij . To see this, I use (11) to re-write the distortion for country 1 exports as:   y12 − (I − AT 1 )−1 x12 = M1 − (I − AT 1 )−1 x12 − M1 A12 (I − A22 )−1 x21 . {z } {z } | | shrinkage effect



(18)



reflection effect



This gap is comprised of two terms, which I have labeled shrinkage and reflection effects. The shrinkage effect captures the fact that the conversion factors associated with converting exports into their gross output equivalent is smaller when there is trade in intermediate goods. That is, less gross output is generated per unit of exports with production sharing. This has the effect of shrinking gross flows and can alter net flows if trade is unbalanced and/or production sharing is asymmetric. The reflection effect captures the fact that export flows do not correctly represent where goods are consumed when intermediate goods are traded. Some portion of the intermediate goods exported from country 1 to country 2 ultimately end up embodied in goods consumed in country 1 (i.e., reflected), and this second term captures this effect. These two effects act to push measured factor trade toward zero. An alternative intuition for why M F CT3 measures less factor trade than M F CT2 is that the effect of intermediate goods trade is to lessen differences in total factor requirements across countries. To see this, recall equation (9) and contrast this with the equivalent total requirements matrix in M F CT2 : [B1 (I − AT 1 )−1



B2 (I − AT 2 )−1 ]. In (9), total requirements for each country



are a function not only of domestic direct requirements, but foreign direct requirements as well. Production sharing therefore tends to pull each country’s factor requirements toward world average
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requirements. For example, when Mexico exports a television to the U.S., that television includes intermediates that were produced in the U.S. with low labor requirements. Applying Mexico’s relatively high labor requirements to the total value of the television would thus overstate the labor required to produce the television. Rather, the right labor requirement to apply is a weighted average of the U.S. and Mexican labor requirements. Thus, production sharing makes total factor requirements for each country less extreme relative to the rest of the world, and therefore attenuates measured factor trade.10 To recap, Definitions 1 and 2 define the factor content of trade allowing for both technology/technique differences across countries as well as intermediate goods trade. In relaxing two assumptions at once, it is not obvious how changes in factor trade across the different measures should be broken down into components due to intermediate goods vs. technology/technique differences. To quantify these channels, I relax the assumptions one at a time following the sequence from M F CT1 to M F CT3 and explore the resulting factor content measures below.



2.3



The Vanek Prediction



The reason for measuring the factor content of trade is of course to use it to evaluate the factor abundance theory. Evaluation of the theory revolves around the Vanek prediction which takes the form: Fi = Vi − si Vw .



(19)



That is, the net factor content of a country i’s trade is related to country i’s endowment Vi , the P world endowment Vw , and country i’s share in world consumption si = Pιciιcj , where ci = j cij j



and ι is a vector of ones. A country is said to be abundant in a factor f if Vi (f ) > si Vw (f ), and the Vanek prediction says that a country abundant in a factor should export (on net) that factor. The Vanek prediction falls naturally out of a variety of models. Trefler and Zhu (2006) provide a useful service by “completely characterizing the class of models that imply and are implied by the 10



As in the previous paragraph, there is also a shrinkage effect at work in the background that I ignore in this discussion for simplicity.
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Vanek prediction” when the factor content of trade is defined as in Definition 1 or 2.11 Rather than re-state their result formally, the empirical work below can be motivated by a brief discussion of their key result. Trefler and Zhu show that under minimal assumptions a special form of consumption similarity is necessary and sufficient for the Vanek prediction.12 That is, for country j:



Fj = Vj − sj Vw



where cwi =



N X



⇐⇒



cij = sj cwi ,



(20)



cij is a vector of the total world consumption of each of country i0 s goods. In words,



j=1



country j consumes a share of each good produced in country i equal to country j’s aggregate share in world consumption. This is a stronger version of the more common similarity condition P P cj = sj cw , with cw = j cwj and cj = i cij , that is necessary in Heckscher-Ohlin models with factor price equalization. This stronger version is needed here because techniques of production are (realistically) allowed to vary across countries. As prelude to the empirical exercises below, it is helpful to walk through the necessity portion of the argument. The basic idea behind the Vanek prediction is that we can think of factor trade in terms of the factors embodied in production less the factors embodied in consumption. And this simple intuition goes through with traded intermediate goods. To see this, refer back to the two country example, and recall that we can write the factor content of trade for country 1 as: F1 = B1 y12 −B2 y21 . Further, note that by the definition of the breakdown of output, y12 = y1 −y11 . Since B1 y1 = V1 by construction, this implies:











F1 = V1 − B1 B2 11



  y11   . y21



Trefler and Zhu (2006), p. 10. See, of course, Trefler and Zhu (2006) for details. The minimal assumptions include competitive factor markets, mobile factors, not joint production, and differentiable cost functions. Further, the necessity portion of the proof is complicated since it requires introducing the concept of ‘local robustness.’ 12
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And using the definitions of {y11 , y21 }, one can show that:  



 F1 = V1 − B1 B2



I −A



−1







c11   , c21



(21)



where the first term is obviously the factor content of production and the second term is the factor content of consumption. With further algebra, one can then show that the factor content of consumption is equal to si Vw if cij = sj cwi (i.e., if consumption similarity holds). The point to take away from this is that using the actual production technique matrices Bi effectively ensure that the production side of the model holds exactly. Correspondingly, deviations in measured factor content from predicted factor content arise on the consumption side of the model. If consumption similarity also holds, then the Vanek prediction emerges. The upshot of this discussion is that failure of the Vanek prediction in data using the definitions of factor content proposed above likely indicates failure of consumption similarity.
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Empirical Results



3.1



Data



To measure the factor of content trade, I need data on input-output relationships, trade, consumption, factor requirements, and endowments. The data on input-output relationships, trade, and consumption is drawn from the GTAP 6 database. The procedure for mapping the raw data into the global input-output framework used in this paper are discussed in detail in Johnson and Noguera (2009). In addition to this data, I assemble data on endowments and the allocation of factors across sectors from various sources. I take labor force data labor force data from the International Labour Organization (ILO) LABORSTA database, the Groningen 60-industry database, and the World Development Indicators. I take sectoral employment shares for OECD countries from the Groningen database, and use the ILO database for employment by sector in non-OECD countries. For some
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countries, data from the ILO is unavailable or unreliable and I use alternative methods and/or sources to construct labor shares. In all cases, the total labor force is taken from the World Development Indicators and the level of employment in each sector is equal to the employment share times the total labor force. For capital, I have data on the aggregate capital stock and payments to capital by sector from the GTAP database. With this data, I impute the allocation of capital across sectors based on the share of each sector in total payments to capital. To construct the factor requirements matrix, I use the resulting dataset of capital and labor employed by sector along with production data from GTAP. See Appendix A for details on data construction. The resulting dataset covers 23 sectors in 59 countries plus a composite “rest of the world” region.13 These are listed in Tables 1 and 2, along with a correspondence between my sector definitions and the ISIC Rev. 3 classification system. Due to this wide country coverage, the dataset is limited to two factors – capital and labor – and 23 sectors. Even at this level of aggregation, however, there is substantial variation in production techniques, factor endowments, and trade patterns in the raw data to study. Moreover, when intermediate goods are traded, obtaining wide country coverage is important since factor content calculations depend on articulation of the entire global trading system.



3.2



Comparing Measured Factor Trade



As highlighted in section 2.1, there are several alternative approaches to measuring factor content that vary in terms of how they treat intermediate goods trade and production techniques across 13



The composite rest of the world region includes all the countries and regions available in the GTAP dataset that are not included in Table 1.
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countries. To repeat, these three measures are: 



 X M F CT1 = Bus (I − AT i )−1 xi − (I − AT j )−1 xji 



(22)



j6=i



M F CT2 = Bi (I − AT i )−1 xi −



X



Bj (I − AT j )−1 xji



(23)



j6=i



M F CT3 = Bi yix −



X



Bj yji



(24)



j6=i



M F CT1 restricts production techniques differences across countries and assumes there is no trade in intermediate goods. In the empirical work below, I use the U.S. production techniques to proxy for common world production techniques.14 M F CT2 allows for differences in production technique differences, but continues to restrict intermediate goods trade. M F CT3 allows both technique differences and intermediate goods trade. Comparing these measures illustrates how assumptions regarding technique differences and intermediate goods trade (production sharing) influence measured factor trade.s production techniques differences across countries and assumes there is no trade in intermediate goods. Figures 1 through 3 plot the three measures against the Vanek prediction for factor trade (Vi − si Vw ). To express factor flows in common units, I normalize both measured and predicted trade for each factor by the world stock of that factor. Figure 1 illustrates the poor performance of M F CT1 . Surveying the labeled points for the U.S. and China, the U.S. is predicted to import on the order of 30% of the world labor stock and China is predicted to export about the same. However, the U.S. imports less than half a percent and China exports about the same. These outliers are simply dramatic examples of the general result: there is almost no factor trade and factor trade is only weakly related (if at all) to predicted trade. In Figure 2, I plot M F CT2 , which relaxes the assumption that production techniques are common across countries, against predicted trade. The difference between this figure and the previous figure is dramatic. Two points stand out. First, most of the observations now lie quite 14



Results are similar if one uses cross-country average or median techniques within each sector instead.
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tightly on a ray through the origin, indicating that factor abundance is an excellent predictor of measured factor trade in this case.15 Second, relaxing technique differences “finds” a substantial amount of factor trade, particularly trade in labor. Labor exports from countries like China, India, and Indonesia stand out, with China exporting on net the labor equivalent of 7% of the world labor endowment (163 million workers). This is sensible, since direct comparison of production techniques in these countries versus the U.S. indicates that they use much more labor per unit of output then that U.S. does. As such, their exports embody much more labor when one uses their own requirements to calculate labor content. On the flip side, the U.S, Japan, Germany, and the Rest of the World are large labor importers. Trade in capital content is much smaller, but so is predicted trade in capital. Clearly, allowing for technique differences dramatically improves the performance of the factor abundance theory. Figure 3 plots M F CT3 versus predicted trade, thereby allowing technique differences and trade in intermediate goods. The main point to take away here is that not much changes from Figure 2 to Figure 3. There is some attenuation in factor trade at the extremes. To illustrate this, Figure 4 plots the difference between the two measures, M F CT3 − M F CT2 , versus predicted factor trade. For countries that are predicted to be net importers, this difference is positive, meaning that factor imports are smaller under M F CT3 than M F CT2 . The opposite is the case for net exporters. However, in both cases the attenuation is relatively small for most countries. The attenuation effect is most pronounced for countries with large net factor trade imbalances. For example, China exports about 1% less of the global endowment of labor as measured by M F CT3 instead of M F CT2 , and the U.S. correspondingly imports somewhat less as well. But Figure 3 makes clear that the overall strong relationship between Vanek predicted trade and measured trade in factor content is undisturbed. The differences between Figures 2 and 3 are small. Thus, the concern expressed by Reimer (2006) that failing to account appropriately for intermediate goods overstates the ability of models with production technique differences is of little empirical relevance. Intermediate do attenuate trade, but only modestly. 15



Of course, this line has a slope much shallower than the 45-degree line that the Vanek logic predicts. This indicates substantial missing trade. I return to this below.
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To confirm the visual impressions one sees in the figures, I run a series of standard statistical tests of the Vanek prediction for the different of measures of factor trade, both pooled across factors and by individual factor, and report the results in Table 3. The first test is a Spearman rank correlation test. For M F CT1 , predicted and measured trade are barely correlated. The rank correlation jumps when moving to M F CT2 and remains virtually unchanged when shifting to M F CT3 , with the rank correlation at around 0.82 and highly significant in both cases. The Sign Test calculates the proportion of matched signs of measured and predicted factor content. The test indicates that factor abundance does worse than a coin flip for predicting M F CT1 . Factor abundance does significantly better for both M F CT2 and M F CT3 , with correct predictions in around 80% of cases (over 90% for labor). The Slope Test reports the regression coefficient from a regression of measured on predicted factor content. The last row reports the R2 from this regression. Yet again, there is a very large improvement from M F CT1 to M F CT2 . This test is the first, however, in which the attenuation effect of introducing traded intermediates appears, with slope estimates falling somewhat from M F CT2 to M F CT3 . But the decrease in the slope estimate is relatively small. Moreover, turning to the R2 measure, predicted trade actually accounts for slightly more of the variance of measured trade under M F CT3 than M F CT2 . And in absolute terms, factor abundance does remarkably well in both cases, accounting for around 90% of the overall variation in both cases. A further fact emerges from these statistical tests is that the model seems to do somewhat better in accounting for trade in labor than trade in capital. This impression is reinforced via visual inspection of factor trade for each factor separately. Figures 5 and 6 plot M F CT3 against predicted factor content for capital and labor, respectively. The left panel provides a broad view of all the data, and the right panel focuses in on a narrower range around zero predicted trade where a large number of countries are clustered. For capital, two countries stand out – Japan and the U.S. – as having both large predicted net trade as well as non-zero flows in the correct direction. The majority of other countries, depicted in the right panel, are clustered near zero. While there is a positive relationship between predicted and measured trade for these countries, it
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is not especially tight. The exact opposite is the case for labor. Predicted trade conforms tightly to factor abundance throughout the entire range of predicted trade. This suggests that future work would do well to consider why the theory does so much better for labor than capital.16 To cut the data a different way, consider bilateral factor trade. The bilateral data is useful because it highlights where factor trade is attenuated for each country in the transition from M F CT2 and M F CT3 . Define the bilateral equivalent to the multilateral factor trade measures as: Bilateral M F CT2 = Bi (I − AT i )−1 xij − Bj (I − AT j )−1 xji



(25)



Bilateral M F CT3 = Bi yij − Bj yji .



(26)



Figures 7 and 8 plot the these two measures for net labor content exported as a share of the domestic labor endowment by partner for the U.S., China, Korea, and Hungary. The vertical distance between the point in the figure and the 45-degree line depicted in the figures is equal to the amount by which factor trade is attenuated using measure M F CT3 instead of M F CT2 . For the U.S., it’s evident that the majority of the attenuation materializes with regard to China. This reflects the fact that imports from China include intermediates from less labor intensive countries such as Korea and Japan. On the other hand, it is interesting to note that not much factor trade occurs via production sharing with other OECD countries. Most of the net labor trade for the U.S. occurs with non-OECD trading partners. Looking at bilateral factor trade from China’s perspective, it is evident that China is a large exporter of labor, not just the U.S. but to many other G7 countries as well. This further strengthens the view that most factor trade uncovered is of the North-South variety. To reinforce this message, it is useful to examine countries that are somewhere in the middle 16 One possibility is that data on labor is simply better than data on capital, and therefore that measurement error explains the relatively worse performance for capital. This is a distinct possibility, since following previous work, I impute the stock of capital in each sector using aggregate data plus data on payments to capital by sector. To the extent that capital does not flow freely across sectors, this could create measurement error in capital use at the sectoral level. While this is plausible, I am not convinced this is the main issue here. I experimented with using similar methods to impute labor stocks in the data, where I also observe actual labor. And the imputation method performs surprisingly well.
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of the distribution of world labor abundance. Figure 8 therefore includes bilateral factor trade for Korea and Hungary. In contrast to previous examples in which each country was either a net importer or net exporter with regard to nearly all partners, these countries run both bilateral labor surpluses and deficits. Specifically, Korea tends to export labor to countries like the U.S. and Japan and import labor from countries like Indonesia and China. Moreover, attenuation occurs only with regard to China. Hungary exports labor to Germany and the U.S. and imports labor from Russia and China. This is exactly what factor abundance would predict.17 Production sharing related attenuation occurs for Hungarian exports to Germany and the U.S. and for Hungarian imports from China and Russia. The net effect is roughly unchanged aggregate factor trade for Hungary, but diminution of bilateral factor flows. Finally, to illustrate directly the mechanism via which intermediate goods trade attenuates factor trade, Figure 9 plots total labor requirements by sector for Japan and China computed with and without allowing for intermediate goods trade, along with the cross-country median total requirement within each sector.18 It is evident that China’s total labor requirements are pulled down toward the rest of the world when one admits intermediate goods trade, whereas Japan’s labor requirements are pulled up toward median world requirements. Thus, with traded intermediates, cross-country differences in effective factor use, counting both domestic factor use and factors embodied in traded intermediates, are less extreme. This directly lowers measured factor trade.
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Concluding Remarks



This paper demonstrates that trade in intermediate goods lowers measured factor trade relative to a benchmark that allows cross-country differences in production techniques but assumes that imported intermediate goods are produced domestically. Yet, this attenuation is relatively weak. 17



For recent work on bilateral factor content predictions, see Choi and Krishna (2004) and Lai and Zhu (2007). These papers do not allow for trade in intermediates in a general form as in this paper, and therefore I cannot directly compare this paper to findings in that literature. However, the spirit of the results is similar. Debaere (2003) develops bilateral predictions that could more easily be tested using the factor trade measures in this paper. 18 To be clear, ignoring traded intermediates, the total requirements matrix for country i is Bi (I − AT i )−1 . The cross-country median is computed allowing for intermediate goods trade.
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Moreover, accounting for traded intermediates does not change the fact that production technique differences loom large in factor content measurement. Future research should take aim at understanding these differences directly.
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Appendix A This appendix details the data used in this paper on factor endowments and the allocation of labor across sectors. Data on capital stocks and payments to capital in each sector are taken from the GTAP database. In that data, capital stocks are obtained from the Development Economics Prospects Group of the World Bank for 2001. Under the assumption of common depreciation rates across sectors and a common economy wide interest rate, the share of aggregate capital employed in each industry is equal to the share of payments to capital in that industry divided by total payments to capital in the economy. I construct capital employed in each sector using this share times aggregate capital. As mentioned in the main text, the data for labor are drawn from three main sources: International Labour Organization (ILO) LABORSTA database, the Groningen 60-industry database, and the World Development Indicators. I take aggregate labor force data from the World Development Indicators for the year 2001. I then break down employment across sectors using census and labor force survey data from the ILO for non-OECD countries and data from the Groningen 60-industry database (based on OECD data sources) for OECD countries. Because sector definitions vary between the ILO, Groningen, and GTAP data sources, I aggregate the data into 23 composite sectors. These are listed along with their corresponding ISIC sectors in Table 2. There are 15 manufacturing sectors, 6 service sectors, and 2 composite agriculture and natural resource sectors. For OECD countries, I take an exact breakdown of labor (persons engaged) by sector from the Groningen database and compute sectoral employment shares. I then multiply these shares by the total labor force from the WDI to obtain employment in each sector. For non-OECD countries, I use data on persons engaged by sector from the ILO for 2001 where available or adjacent years if 2001 data are missing. The ILO database sometimes includes multiple data sources for any given country. When multiple sources exist, I take an average of the sources. Further, data on detailed manufacturing sectors is reported separately from data on more aggregate sectors. When I observe both the detailed breakdown for manufacturing and data for more aggregate sectors, I 22



give priority to more aggregate data. Thus, I construct labor shares for all sectors plus aggregate manufacturing from the aggregate data, and then decompose the aggregate manufacturing share according to sector shares from the more disaggregate data.19 I then multiply those shares by WDI labor force data to construct sectoral employment. In a few cases for non-OECD countries, data on labor allocations within manufacturing are not available. In those cases, I impute sector shares using data on payments to labor within manufacturing. Assuming there is a common wage within manufacturing, then employment in each narrow manufacturing sector equals total employment in manufacturing times the share of the narrow sector in total payments to labor in manufacturing. To check the validity of this approach, I have applied it to countries in which I directly observe labor allocations and this method does quite well in predicting actual employment within each sector. For the Rest of the World composite region, I use information on total population from the GTAP data along with the average crosscountry labor force to population ratio to construct the aggregate labor force in this region. I then use payments to labor and capital by sector from the GTAP data and the imputation method to calculate factor allocations in all sectors. For India, the ILO data appear suspect. I therefore use data on employment by sector from the Indian census website (www.censusindia.gov.in).



19 Though most data is reported using the ISIC Rev. 3 classification, data for China is reported according to ISIC Rev. 2. I am able to cleanly map from both ISIC Rev. 2 and ISIC Rev. 3 to the aggregate sectors in my data (i.e., treating aggregate manufacturing as a single sector).
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Country



Table 1: Countries Included in the Data Set Abbreviation Country Abbreviation



Argentina Australia Austria Bangladesh Belgium Botswana Brazil Bulgaria Canada Chile China Colombia Croatia Cyprus Czech Republic Denmark Estonia Finland France Germany Greece Hungary India Indonesia Ireland Italy Japan Korea Latvia Lithuania



arg aus aut bgd bel bwa bra bgr can chl chn col hrv cyp cze dnk est fin fra deu grc hun ind idn irl ita jpn kor lva ltu



Madagascar Malaysia Malta Mexico Morocco Netherlands New Zealand Peru Philippines Poland Portugual Rest of the World Romania Russian Federation Slovakia Slovenia Spain Sri Lanka Sweden Switzerland Taiwan Tanzania Thailand Turkey United Kingdom United States Uruguay Venezuela Vietnam Zambia
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Agriculture, Hunting, Forestry, and Fishing Mining and Quarrying Manufacture of Food Products, Beverages, and Tobacco Manufacture of Chemicals, Chemical Products, Textiles, Rubber, and Plastics Manufacture of Apparel; Dressing and Dyeing of Fur Manufacture of Luggage, Handbags, Saddlery, Harness and Footwear; Leather Tanning Manufacture of Wood and Wood Products Manufacture of Paper and Paper Products; Publishing, Printing and Reproduction of Recorded Media Manufacture of Coke, Refined Petroleum Products, and Nuclear Fuel Manufacture of Non-Metallic Mineral Products Manufacture of Basic Metals Manufacture of Fabricated Metal Products, except Machinery and Equipment Manufacture of Motor Vehicles and Trailers Manufacture of other Transport Equipment Manufacture of Office, Computing, and Communication Equipment Manufacture of Machinery and Equipment NEC Manufacture of Furniture; Manufacturing NEC; Recycling Electricity, Gas and Water Supply Construction Wholesale and Retail Trade; Hotels and Restaurants Transport, Storage, and Communications Financial Services Services, NEC



1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23



Table 2: Sector Definitions and ISIC Rev. 3 Correspondence Sector Description



Sector Number



01-05 10-14 15-16 17, 24-25 18 19 20 21-22 23 26 27 28 34 35 30, 32 29, 31, 33 36-37 40-41 45 50-52, 55 60-64 65-67 70-75, 80, 85, 90-93, 95, 99



ISIC Rev. 3
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.458 (.794) .008 (.002) .089



Sign Test



Slope Test



R2 .899



.207 (.006)



.800 (.000)



.817 (.000)



M F CT2



.922



.171 (.005)



.817 (.000)



.816 (.000)



M F CT3



.508



.097 (.013)



.500 (.448)



.026 (.845)



M F CT1



.872



.223 (.011)



.700 (.001)



.570 (.000)



M F CT2



Capital Only



.869



.207 (.011)



.700 (.001)



.518 (.000)



M F CT3



.575



.005 (.001)



.417 (.877)



.030 (.819)



M F CT1



.900



.207 (.009)



.900 (.000)



.935 (.000)



M F CT2



Labor Only



.928



.169 (.006)



.933 (.000)



.960 (.000)



M F CT3



Notes: p-values are shown for the Spearman and Sign tests. For Spearman test, null hypothesis is zero correlation. For Sign test, null hypothesis is that signs match in more than 50% of cases. Slope test reports the coefficient from a regression of MFCT on PFCT, with standard errors are in parentheses. The R2 of this regression is reported in the last row. There are 60 observation for each factor. See the text for details.



.06 (.502)



Spearman Correlation



M F CT1



Capital and Labor



Table 3: Tests of the Vanek Prediction with Three Measures of Factor Trade



Figure 1: Measured Factor Content of Trade (M F CT1 ) vs. Vanek Predicted Factor Content



Figure 2: Measured Factor Content of Trade (M F CT2 ) vs. Vanek Predicted Factor Content
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Figure 3: Measured Factor Content of Trade (M F CT3 ) vs. Vanek Predicted Factor Content



Figure 4: Difference Between M F CT3 and M F CT2 vs. Vanek Predicted Factor Content
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Figure 5: Measured Factor Content of Trade (M F CT3 ) vs. Vanek Predicted Factor Content – Capital



Figure 6: Measured Factor Content of Trade (M F CT3 ) vs. Vanek Predicted Factor Content – Labor
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Figure 7: Two Measures of Bilateral Labor Factor Content – United States and China



Figure 8: Two Measures of Bilateral Labor Factor Content – Korea and Hungary
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Figure 9: Total Factor Requirements with and without Traded Intermediate Goods, China and Japan
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